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Shuttlespushridershipwith prizes
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sports editor
The Cache Valley
Transit Department,
Cache Chamber of
Commerceand Aggie
Shuttle are teaming up to
organize the Cache-In for
CleanAir event throughout February.
Riders of any CVTD
or AggieShuttle buses
can ask the driver upon
boarding for one ticket
per day from Feb. 1-29.
Tickets can be filled out
and given to one of 25
sponsors of Cache-infor
Clean Air to be entered
in a raffle for prizes of
approximately$100value
each.
CVTD'smanager of
marketing and planning
Randy Park said the
drawing will be the first
week of March and winners will be contacted by
phone.
"We'reexcited,"he
said. "I think this is going

to be a great community
event. We'vegot a lot of
business support. There's
really some nice prizes."
Participating busi•
nesses include several
grocery stores mcluding
Walmart, Macey'sand
Lee's,as well as jewelers
like the Diamond Gallery
and S.E.Needham's. USU
is one of the top donors,
including prizes from
Athletics, UniversityIon,
the Bookstoreand Caine
Collegeof the Arts. A
completelist of sponsors
and prizes can be found
at cvtdbus.org.
Alden Erickson, USU's
shuttle supervisor since
1994, said the event is to
help raise awarenessof
the traditionally low air
quality in CacheValley
that seems to be at its
worst during February.
"Wewant to help
inform CacheValleyresi- AGGIE SHUTTLE AND CVTD are joining forces to encourage Cache Valley residents to
use public transportation rather than driving their own cars to help decrease the number of
dents of the historically

• See BUS, Page 3

yellow a,r days this winter. People who ride the bus w,11be given tickets to put in drawings for
prizes from various businesses in the valley. DELAYN£LOCK£photo

Students respondto State of the Union
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"It's kind of an election speech,
especially this year.They just kind of
never say anything importanL What
I thought was really interesting was
the part where he talked about
raising the dropout age to 18,and
(I) thought about how that might
affect the election.''
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the next cartoon in our Gag
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current
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caption
today!

"It wasone of the most positiveState
of the Unions I'veever heard,and I'm
not surprised - it's an election year.l
did not likehis solutions to solvingall
of this, though. Everythinghe's recommended is essentiallyaskingfor more
govemment and more regulations,
and I sincerelybelievethat's wrong:•
- Justin Hinh,
junior,
political science and economics,
Libertarian
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'Humanbooks'givestudentsfirst-handaccounts
BYLINDSAYNEMELKA
staff writer
Human books are currently
available to check out at USU's
first Human Library exhibit where
"readers" have the opportunity
to talk about prejudices and stereotypes they might have about
people with diverse experiences
and backgrounds.
The Human Library is a
nonprofit organization that
promotes intimate and informal
opportunities for people to build
understanding of others by opening a dialogue. Anne Hedrich,
a USU librarian, is one of the
co-organizers for the event, which
started Tuesday.
Participants will get a unique
and authentic experience with
a book that is a person, as they
"check out" a book on a particular
topic. After a reader looks at the
catalog of different topics, they
decide which book they are interested in.
Angela Neff, a USU teaching
assistant and co-organizer of the
event, said "readers" must first
agree to some guidelines, such as
asking respectful questions.
"We want our books treated
well," Neff said.
Readers then get a library card
and set up a time to have a conversation with the book, at which
time they can hear and share
sto_riesabout a particular topic.
"It's like an informed personal
narrative that's interactive," Neff
said.
Hedrich said the Human
Library is "quite clever, because
we're talking about reading
another kind of book - a human
book."

She said it's a great way to
"start a dialogue to promote a
better understanding of different experiences and ways of
thinking."
Experiences will be unique
because each reader has different

interests, understandings and can
ask their own questions. Each of
the books is an expert of their
own experience on the topic, but
not about the topic.
"The books are meant to not
present facts, but experiences,"

Hedrich said.
The theme for this library
collection is "Find Out the Rest
of the Story." More than 20 titles
are offered, including topics
on Paganism, abuse survivors,
blindness, eating disorders and

interesting hobbies, such as storm
chasing.
Hedrich said SQmetimes there
is more than one title to a topic,
such as the circumstance in
Lebanon from both a Christian
and Muslim perspective.
Matt Winters, a book volunteer, will be available for check
out Tuesday to talk about his
experiences as a college radio disc
jockey. Although Winters said he
hopes to broaden minds and get
past any misconceptions people
might have about DJs, he is mostly
excited about his love for the
topic.
"I get to maybe not change
minds, but inform them about
something interesting," he said.
The Human Library organizers have had an overwhelming
response of people who want to
volunteer as books. Hedrich said
many of them look forward to the
opportunity to help others, even
if they talk about personal or difficult topics.
"All these books are very
brave," Neff said.
Hedrich said although these
exhibits happen all over the world,
this is the first time it has been
introduced in Logan.
"I think it will be an interesting and fun experience for readers
and hope people will come," she
said.
The Human Library is free
and open to all members of the
community and will continue
until Thursday in room 101 of
the Merrill-Cazier Library. Hours
are Wednesday 2-4 p.m., and
Thursday 4-6 p.m.

GRADUATE STUDENT SHANNON BABB checks out "LivingLarge, LivingBlind," a book at the Human Library
exhibit. Thi~ week students can go to the Merrill-Cazier Library to talk to volunteers there to share hardships. experiences
and lessons they learned from them. Topics range from surviving abuse to abnormal hobbies. MIKEJOHNSONphoto

- l.nemelka@aggiemail.usu.edu
f

Visitingprofessorfightsforfemineequalityin religion
♦

BYMARISSASHIELDS
staff writer
Susan Shaw, a professor from Oregon State
University, lectured at the Merrill-Cazier Library about
feminist equality and religion Monday, Jan. 23.
Church-going women need to stand up for equality, Shaw said in her lecture. Most language used in
the Bible refers to God as being a man, she said.The
language about God is metaphorical, and tlierefore,
women must challenge this image, she added.
If people take this metaphor too seriously, Shaw •
said, they begin to create a fallacy of misplaced concreteness, in which people take a metaphor and act as
if it is real.
"If all you hear is 'God is male,' then that's all you
are going to see God as," Shaw said. "God is much bigger than any name we could give God."
Shaw challenged people to re-read sacred texts, such
as the Bible, from a woman's point of view.
The story of the Last Supper tells ofJesus and
his disciples sharing Jesus' last meal before His
crucifixion.
"Women had to be there as well," she said. "Who
cooked the food, and who cleared the tables?"
If people go back in history far enough, Shaw said,
they will find that women were bishops, as well. From
the formation of the Baptist church, women were a part
of the preaching. Shaw said it is a reminder that we
don't have to be governed by our more recent history.
Theology tends to stereotype women as temptresses,
Shaw said, referencing the story of Adam and Eve in
which Eve tempted Adam to eat the forbidden fruit
with her sexuality. Shaw said this is why women can't
be ordained, since women were the first in the fall,
they aren't fit to be ordained.
But looking at the story carefully reveals it is not all
Eve's fault, she said.
"Adam is standing right there with Eve at the tree,"
Shaw said. "He didn't speak up, and she didn't force
that fruit on him. He knowingly and fully participated,
and yet it becomes reasoning that women get blamed
for this, and they get excluded from all sorts of things."
Men are also trapped by theological stereotypes,
Shaw said. Men are pressured to be closer to God - to

be a better pastor or holder of the priesthood - and do
everything right, she said.
Shaw said she's seen some movements in Evangelical
churches that involve what she calls a "macho Jesus."
Since women go to church more often than men, she
said, men feel they must make Jesus more masculine,
because it's how men are supposed to be.
"We aU end up limited," she said. "We're told, 'This
is what you have to be, because you're a man, and this
is what you have to be, because you're a woman."'
Instead of just focusing on women in a feminist
theory, individuals must realize how hegemonic masculinity harms both men and women, Shaw said.
Like women, men are forced into boxes, she said.
Men are supposed to be strong supporters of a family,
even if the family is made up of 10 children and parents on a low-wage job, she said.
Because of stereotypes, fathers are discouraged from
being stay-at-home dads, because a father who doesn't
work can be viewed as "wimpy," Shaw said.
"We ought to be allies in this endeavor, because
we'd actually all be better off if we moved beyond these
images that limit everybody," Shaw said.
Raquel Rosario Sanchez, a senior majoring in
international studies, said she was a feminist before
coming to see Shaw speak. She said Shaw's speech only
strengthened her feminist views. Sanchez said she felt
comfortable as a woman at her church, the Universalist
Unitarian church.
"I didn't feel comfortable going to a church of a religion that didn't appreciate me as a woman," Sanchez
said. "You have to examine what it means to be a
woman in your religion."
Symone Caldwell, a junior majoring in anthropology, said she chose her church, The Genesis Project,
because it accepts all sorts of people.
"My being a feminist doesn't affect my relationship
with anyone," she said.
The lecture was sponsored by the Center for Women
and Gender. The Center was thrilled to have Shaw
speak, said Ann Austin, director of the Center for
SUSAN SHAW, A PROFESSOR of women's studies at Oregon State,
Women and Gender.

-

visited campus Monday to discuss the "metaphorical maleness" of God. She
marissa.shields@aggiemail.usu.eduencouraged women to fight for equality in religious matters and to challenge
their stereotypical roles. KIMBERLY
SHORTSphoto
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'I'vebeenworkingon the railroad'

Campus& Community

Forgotten
Photographsof
the Union Pacific
Railroad

Gymnaststhank
faculty and staff

A PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTION IS BEING DISPLAYED in the Merrill-Cazier Library through mid-February that depicts the construction of the Union
Pacific Railroad. The exhibit presents several of the well-known and idealized scenes of the construction as photographed by A.J. Russell. There are a number of lesserknown images showing the darker side of the job. Union Pacific met up with the Central Pacific line at Promontory Point on May I0, 1869.MIKEJOHNSONphoto

USU's gymnastics team and
coaches want to say 'thank you' to
the faculty and staff at the university and acknowledge the fan support from those groups by holding
a Faculty and Staff Appreciation
Night.
Faculty and staff, along with
their family members, may attend
the Jan. 27 gymnastics match for
$1. Competing that night are the
Aggies, Southern Utah University
and Boise State.
Tickets, while free, are required,
and can be acquired at the Dee
Glen Smith Ticket Office the night
of the match. Faculty and staff are
required to show their ID and the $1
admission includes immediate family members only.
The Jan. 27 match is the home
opener for Aggie Gymnastics.

the New
ASUSUannounces
newstatefundingcampaignFight
Drug hosts panel
BY ROUCHELLE BROCKMAN

staff writer
A new online system for reporting servicehours
and a statewide campaign for higher-education
funding was unveiled at the ASUSUExecutive
Council meeting Tuesday.
The AggiesGivingServicesite will be released
online starting Mondayfor students to record their
servicehours, said ASUSUServiceVicePresident
Maddie Busteed.
"This waystudents will have accurate numbers
to put on resumes,"said ASUSUPresident Erik
Mikkelsen."(The system)is another tool to help
make Utah State students more marketable."
The system will also help USUorganizations
applyfor funding, Busteedsaid. Many student
groups receivefunding based on their community
impact, and this tracking system will allow them to
specificallydemonstrate that impact, she said.
Busteedsaid even though any student will be
able to accessthe system, it is initially aimed at

helping established organizationsand their administrators track service hours. Once all technical and
other administrative concerns with the site have
been worked out, she said, she "sees it expanding to
the whole university."
Busteedsaid also she wanted to create the site
since she came into officelast year, and the system
will be a vast improvementto the Service Center's
previous hand-written tracking system.
The system was co-created with ASUSUwebmaster John Reynoldsand has been in its testing
phase since Friday,she said.
A new advertisingcampaign encoaraging
university and governmentalsupport for increased
state funding to universitieswill be displayed
on campus, beginning sometime in the next few
weeks, Mikkelsensaid at the Tuesdaymeeting.
"Utah is very fiscally conservative,"said ASUSU
ExecutiveVice President Kirsten Frank. "Higher
education has taken so many cuts, there is not
more fat to trim."

♦

Mikkelsen,along with the other members of the
The USU Chapter of Fight the
Utah Student Association,based the campaign on
New Drug is holding a discussion
a GeorgetownUniversitystudy that says by 2020,
group about the addictive potential
66 percent of Utah jobs will require some sort of
of pornography with guest lecturer
post-high schooleducation.
Brannon Patrick from LifeSTAR
The campaign will be styled after the "99 percent" campaign used during the Occupymovement Networkon Wednesday,Jan. 25.
Patrick has experience in helping
and will depict a student holding a piece of paper
with
intensive outpatient treatment
with his or her personal education story written on
programs
for substance abuse and
it, stating "I am the 66 percent," Mikkelsensaid.
has become passionate about addic"It's about return on investment,"Frank said.
tion recoverywork. He took an inter"The only way to ensure Utah stays economically
est in helping with sexual addictions
competitiveis by investing in higher education."
after finding out that a lot of the
Mikkelsen said this is a statewide campaign,
treatment
methods are the same as
and other universitiesaround the state will display
those
overcoming
drug addictions.
similar ads.
He
will provide insight on how
"It brings all 170,000Utah students together
pornography addiction can be overunder one voice,"he said. "It will not be fragcome and share recoverystories to
mented by institution, like in the past."
help us understand the struggles
involvedin facing an addiction.
- rouchellebrockman@gmail.com
This discussion group is meant to
be informative.Many of the people
who attend these discussions or are
involvedwith Fight the New Drug
have known friends or family members who have struggled with pornography addiction. As Fighterswe
aim to educate those who may not be
informed. Please support our cause!
More information can be found at
www.fightthenewdrug.org.

Learn about Star
Trek at museum

MEMBERS OF THE ASUSU E~ec:utiveCouncil perfol]ll~Otsman
prior to their meeting Tuesday. The council established the creation of a website to help students track-service hours. They ~ko announced a new advertising campaign to encourage the state to provide more assistance in education. CURTISRIPPLINGER
photo

:,From Page 1

Valleybus systems worktogether towardbetter air quality
poor air quality in the valley," Erickson said.
According to the Utah Division of Air Quality
website, Cache Valley'spersistent high pressure
systems combined with snow-coveredground,
kmg nights and weak winds create temperature
inversions which trap pollution by ''acting as a lid
on the bowl-like topography of the valley."
This pollution is measured by how many particles - each 2.5 micrometers in diameter - are
c:oncentratedin the air.
Bear River Health Department public relations
director JillParker said February 2011 had one
yellowair day, but February 2010 had five yellow
~ days and seven red air 1iays.January 2011had
eight yellowair days and one ted air day, and

January 2010had six yellow and 14red air days.
Air quality in Cache Valleyis rate on a threecolor system with green being ideal-quality air.
Yellowair days are defined as days in which
there is a concentration .rating of 25-34 pollutant
units per cubic meter. Red days are defined as
days with concentration ratings of 35-210units
and are considered unhealthy, especially for
children and older adults.
Park said CVTDis helping to improve the
problem and has three hybrid diesel-electric
buses in the 35-bus fleet.
"Betweenthe two of us," Park said of CVTD
and Aggie Shuttle, "we see ourselves as part of
the air-quality solution."

PoliceBlotter
Friday,Jan.13

Sunday,Jan.15

• USUPolice were contacted by a Cache County
Sheriffs school resource officer,concerning some
possible inappropriate contact between a college
student and a IS-year-oldhigh schoolstudent.
After interviewing the student, it was determined
to be unfounded and no further action would be
taken.

• USUPolice responded to a fire alarm at
Wasatch Hall. Policedetermined that a blow dryer
and hair spray had set off the alarm. Policedetermined everything to be OK.

• A person reported finding a shotgun shell
between the cushions of a couch in the chemistry
building.
• A faculty member lost his car keys in the
Merrill Hall parking lot. The individual contacted
a locallocksmith to unlock his vehicle and make a
new key.
• A trouble alarm was beeping in the Stan Laub
Training Center and was annoying the lacrosse
players.The alarm was silenced and Facilitieswas
contacted to fix the problem.

Tuesday, Jan. 17
• USUPolicewere dispatched near the new
Agriculture Sciencebuilding, regarding three
trucks blocking the roadway.The trucks were
unloading furniture for the new building.
• USUPolice were called about a individual who
passed out in the weight room.
• USUPolicewere called to a report of a suspicious odor in SnowHall. Police investigatedand
determined there was an odor and suspected
marijuana use had occurred in the room. Police
are continuing the investigation.One resident was
cited and released for minor in possessionof alcohol.

Erickson said USUhas the largest alternative
fuel system of all higher education institutions in
the state.
"We carry about a million people a year,"
Erickson said of the 11 buses in the fleet. "Allthe
university buses run on compressed natural gas,
so it's cleaner."
Park and Erickson both said they think
Cache-in for Clean Air will improve pollution
levels in the valley.
"If we can get more people to ride the bus and
less people to drive, it will help," Erickson said.
"Wejust want to encourage people to drop their
car and give mass transit a try."

Contact USU Police·at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911
• USUPoliceresponded and assisted Logan
Police with a male individual who had allegedly
taken beer from a grocery store and then ran from
police. The male individual was extremelyintoxicated and was caught after a short chase by police.
An ambulance was called to check the health and
safety of the individual, who was later transported
to Logan RegionalHospital

Thursday,Jan.19
• USUPolice responded to the parking lot south
of 400 N. 700 East, for a citizen assist. A vehicle
slid on some ice next to another vehicle.The vehicles were separated without any damage.
• USUPolice responded to the Agriculture
Sciencebuilding on a report that three individuals
were in the computer lab when the lab was report:
ed to be closed. The individuals were contacted
and had permission to be in the lab.
►)Compiled by Megan Allen

It will be a 'beam me up, Scotty'
moment when the Museum of
Anthropologyexploresthe worlds of
Star Wars and Star Trek.
«Sci-Fi:The Final Frontier" is the
topic of the next Saturdays at the
Museum activity Jan. 28, from IO
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Activitieswill show how current
culture has changed via these amazing works of sciencefiction, event
organizers said. Museum visitors can
learn about how modern technologies have evolvedfrom the worlds of
Star Wars and Star Trek. Visitors can
learn their Klingonname, or make a
hand puppet of Admiral Ackbar.
Museum visitors will also have a
chance to watch "Star Wars Tech,"
a documentary on the technology
of Star Wars to be shown at noon
and at 2 p.m. participants can watch
"Modern Marvels:Star Trek Tech."
A costume contest will be at 1 p.m.
for both Star Wars and Star Trek
costumes, with the winners receiving
Aggie Ice Cream.
So, everyone is invited to grab
their universal translator, brush up
on their Wookieand enjoya funfilled day with the whole family.

CZarifyCorrect
In the Jan. 23 issue ofThe Utah
Statesman,the "Our View"stated
100classeswouldbe affectedby the
CommonHour times.In reality,only •
20 classeswill be affected.

In the Jan. 23 issueofThe Utah
Statesman,the name of rehabilitation
counselorScotFerrewas mispelledin •
a photo captionon page1.

::J

In the Jan. 23 issue of The Utah
Statesman,an archivedstory regard-•
ing the HuntsmanSchoolofBusiness •
wasmistakenlyplacedin the briefs
sect.ionon page 3.
[I Compiled from staff

and media reports
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Studentwins $10,000for budgetingskills
BYSTEVEKENT
news editor
Winning$10,000in a contestwould
open up all kinds of opportunities.The
winner wouldthen haveto decidewhat
to do with all that money.Wouldthey
buy a car?Payoff studentdebts?
USUstudentLoriThompsonfaced
that questionDecember2011whenshe
won Cheapster,a web realitycontest
presentedby ZionsBank.
What did she do with the money?
"I haven'tspent it yet,"Thompson
said in an interviewJan. 24."I'mstill
savingit."
Forsomeonewho won a contest
about savingmoney,such a response
makessense.
Thompsonsaid neithershe nor her
husbandhad studentdebt and both of
their carswerealreadypaid off when
she won the contest.Shewilllikely
spend the prizemoneyon her education,she said, but hasn'tyet seenthe
need.
Thompson,a seniorstudying
human movementscienceand psychology,currentlyinterns at the U.S.
OlympicTrainingCenterin Colorado.
The contestpitted 10youngadults
againstone another.Eachwasgiven
a set amount of moneyto completea
seriesof tasks,such as purchasingand
creatinga meal or decoratingan office
cubicle.Contestantstried to impress
the judgesby spendingthe least
amount of money.The program'sseven
episodesaired on the webat www.
cheapster.tv.
AshleyMurray,Cheapsterpublic
relationsassociate,said in a party after

USU STUDENT LORI THOMPSON WON $10,000 in the Web reality contest Cheapster.The competition pitted 10
young adults against each other. Thompson won in the final episode when eliminated contestants voted for the winner. Zions
Bankpresented Thompson with I0,000 $1 bills.Photocourtesyof AshleyMurray

the contestaired that Thompsonwas
presentedwith 10,000$1bills.
A photoof Thompsonand her
husbandholdingthe orangelaundry
basketfull of cashlater appearedon
Cheapster'liFacebookpage.Afterthe
party, the moneywas depositedin a
student savingsaccountat Zionsin
Thompson'sname.
When askedwhathow holding
the prize moneyfelt,Thompsonsaid,
"heavy."
Thompsonsaid the challengesin
the contestwerea little morestressful

than regularlysavingmoney.
The car had been totaled,though,and
"I think the main thing about
Thompsonhad the responsibilityto
savingmoneyis you need time to
in a
·repair it. The second-youngest
research,"Thompsonsaid. "Wewere
familyof eightsiblings,Thompsonsaid
kind of on a tight time schedule,so that her olderbrothersand sistershelped
part was a little stressful- trying to
her repair and paint the car.
figure out what we weregoingto do in
JaniceTaylor,Thompson'smother,
10minutesand do it fast."
said Thompsonhas alwaysshownan
Thompsonsaid her parents,who
interestin savingmoney.
own an auto bodyand repair shop
"Therehavebeen timeswhen I
in Duchesne,Utah,taughther skills
couldseethat my bank accountwas
she coulduse to savemoney.When
goingto go in the hole,and I wouldcall
Thompsonturned 16,her parents
my little collegestudent who is making
gaveher a FordMustang,she said.
minimum wageand ask if I couldbor-

rowsome moneyfor a fewdaysuntil
I got the checkthat wascomingin,"
Taylorsaid.
Thompsonsaid her closefriends
and familyfollowedthe program as
new episodeswerepostedon the web.
"I didn't reallyknowif I wanted
them to (watch),"Thompsonsaid. "It's
kind of embarrassing.When I watched
it, I waslike,'Oh my goodness,I can't
believeI said that.' I'm sucha drama
queenon the show."
Thompsonsaid throughoutthe
durationof the contest,she didn't
expectto win but she enjoyedthe
experience.
"I wasthere to havefun, to make
friendsand if that's all I gotout of it, I
was fine with it,"Thompsonsaid.
Thompson'sattitudemay have
helpedher win the cash.In the final
episode,after the judgestalliedpoints
earnedfor eachchallenge,Thompson
was the last of the three finalists.In a
surprise twist,the judgesbroughtthe
eliminatedcontestantsto votefor the
champion.The votedecidedthe contest
in Thompson'sfavor.
FellowAggieEricRichardson
participatedin the competition.
Richardson,a junior majoringin psychology,said Thompson'sconsistency
and kindnessmayhavehelpedher win.
"Shewouldalwaysfind a good
pricefor what she was doingand have
a reallygoodplan,"Richardsonsaid.
"Shewas helpingother peopleout and
beingreallynicethe wholetime. She
was reallyclassy."

- steve.kent@aggiemail.usu.edu

Makinga buck in an uncommonway
BYMANDYMORGAN
staff writer
After keeping grades up and making sure
they have a social life, the next step for most
students is finding a job. There are always
those jobs students wish they had. But often
students will work in the very buildings
where they take classes, doing research and
aiding professors in their specific area of
study.
There are also a number of on-campus
student jobs that wouldn't cross most
student's minds - such as wedding host,
enforcement officer or barber. These are just
a few jobs students spoke about to illustrate
the existence of lesser-known jobs at USU.
Information Technology Service Desk
Assistant
When KyleSaunders got a virus on his
computer, eventually getting a job along with
it was not what he expected. Saunders, a
senior majoring in accounting, went into the
IT Service Desk building at USU to get his
computer looked at and said he had a good
experience.
"There was good customer service, and it
had a great atmosphere," he said.
Saunders found out about a job opening a
few months later, applied and got the job.
"Even though I might not have been the
most qualified," Saunders said, "it's been a
great learning experience."

Saunders has worked there ever since. Some
of the responsibilities his job entails include
helping students and faculty members who
come in with IT problems and taking calls
from students, faculty and alumni who have
computer issues.
"A lot of alumni will call in, needing to
reset passwords," Saunders said. "Students
usually need to connect to BlueZone or help
with passwords or general problems with
their computers."
Enjoying his job at the IT Service Desk has
never been a problem, he said.
"They're very flexible with my schedule,"
Saunders said. "If I had to get stuck on a
desert island, I'd want to get stuck on it with
all my coworkers at the IT Service Desk."
Enforcement Officer
On-campus enforcement officers, all
students who work for the Parking Office, are
those individuals who give tickets to people
who park where they shouldn't or let their p
arking meters expire.
Cody Humpherys, a sophomore majoring
in pre-medical business, has worked as an
enforcement officer for two years.
"We walk around campus, most of the
time, and make sure that people are parking
in the right places," Humpherys said, "as well
as trying to help people get to where they
need to go in an orderly fashion."
Some people on campus may not realize
it's solely students doing this job. Humpherys

CODY HUMPHERYS IS AN ENFORCEMENT OFFICER on campus for the Parking Office.
He has worked as an officer for two years and said the job is not as bad as people might think. D£LAYNE.
LOCKE.
photo

said most of the students who find out his
position are not too happy with him.
"I hear 'Oh, I hate you a lot," he said with
a laugh. "We get yelled at a lot, but that's just
doing the job."
For Humpherys and fellow officers, the job
isn't as bad as people might think.
"It's pretty laid back for the most part,"
Humpherys said.
Wedding/Event Host

TREVOR DAVIS IS AN OFFICE ASSISTANT and event host for the Alumni House on campus. He said he covers many duties including receptionist, shoveling, yard work and watering flowers.
D£LAYNE.
LOCKE.
photo
ll

.....

('

Trevor Davis works in what some would
argue is one of the most interesting places on
campus - generally because it is somewhere
that nearly all students don't even realize
exists - the Alumni House.
'TU say I'm going to the Alumni House
and people think I'm going to my fraternity
house," Davis said.
Davis, a junior majoring in elementary
education, said his job entails many different
duties. During the day, Davis said he does
chores and odd jobs around the house.
"I cover the desk for the receptionist,
shovel the walk or do any yard work," he
said. "In the summer, I water the flowers a
lot."
The actual wedding host aspect of his
job is usually done at later times of the day.
It includes setting up weddings and other
events that take place at the Alumni House,

and then "I am there to answer questions or
help the party out with anything they need,"
he said.
When the event is done, he cleans up and
puts everything back. Davis said unusual
encounters are a part of the job.
"I have had some crazy people that ask
me for the weirdest stuff," Davis said. "And
sometimes, the way that the person in charge
planned the setup for the event doesn't go
with the way the caterers planned it."
He said this leads to a lot of changing
things around right before the events start.
Other responsibilities of the job include
being a sound technician, playing music or
videos and consulting on anything that needs
altering for each event.
"They're really good about working with
my schedule," Davis said. "And I like it because for the most part - because I'm on
my feet most of the time doing stuff."
He said there are perks to the job.
"I get to dance around to music while
cleaning up," Davis said. "That's why I'm a
good dancer."
On-campus Barber
Stephanie Zollinger Defilippis, a senior
majoring in communication studies, could be
See ODD JOBS Page 6
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Diversify a classic, cheap and cheesy college meal
Everybody loves macaroni and cheese, right? This
is a recipe for the absolute,
most basic version around meaning it pretty much contains macaroni and cheese.
The white sauce, known as
a "bechamel," is what brings
it all together and ensures
that the cheese does not
toughen up or separate.
Before baking, it may
seem as if there is too
much cheese sauce and not
enough noodles, but as the
macaroni finishes cooking,
it absorbs some of the sauce
to become plump, flavorful
and wildly delicious. Once
you've mastered the basic
recipe, try playing around
with some of the variations
I've suggested, or come up
with your own. I think you'll
love it any way you try it.

Eat

aroni well and set it aside.
Meanwhile, in a medium-sized saucepan set over
medium heat, warm the
milk. In another pot - you
can use the same one you
cooked the pasta in - melt
the butter. When the butter
starts to bubble, add the
flour and cook for 1 minute,

whisking constantly.
Slowly pour in the hot
milk, whisking constantly. Continue cooking and
whisking until the mixture
bub'11es and becomes thick
(the consistency of sauce).
Remove the pan from the
heat and stir in the salt, pepper and most of the cheese
(save a little of each cheese
for sprinkling on top). Stir
until the cheese is melted
and the sauce is smooth.
Gently stir the cooked
macaroni into the cheese
sauce.
Pour the mixture into a
glass or metal baking pan
(the size doesn't matter as

long as the mixture fills the
pan) and sprinkle with the
remaining cheese. Bake for
20-25 minutes, until it is
browned on top. If it hasn't
browned by then (or 1f you
just like it more browned)
you can broil it for 1-2 minutes.
Serve hot.

VARIATIONS:
Snazzy- Before baking, toss
some breadcrumbs (either
made from torn bread or
Panko Japanese-style bread
crumbs) in a little melted
butter and sprinkle over the
top. They'll brown up nicely

and add a delicious buttery
crunch to the dish.

Hot and Spicy - When
you're whisking in the salt a
pepper, add a pinch of cayenne pepper to the sauce.
Then replace the Monterey
Jack cheese with pepper
jack. If you're feeling really
adventurous, you can also
stir in some canned diced
jalapenos.
Health Nut - Replace the
elbow macaroni with wholewheat pasta, use skim milk
to make the bechamel and
use reduced-fat cheeses.
Steam broccoli until crisp-

tender (don't get it too soft,
as it will continue cooking
while the pasta bakes) and
chop it into bite-sized pieces to stir in before baking.
Your taste buds and your
waistline will appreciate this
one.

Big Spender - Instead of
using
traditional
sharp
cheddar, use sharp white
cheddar and replace the
Monterey
Jack cheese
with Gruyere or Pecorino
Romano. Gruyere cheese is
my favorite, but it tends to
be a bit more expensive
than other cheeses. Luckily,
you can usually purchase
it in small quantities at the
front section of the grocery
store, and trust me, you can
taste the difference.

Fancy Schmancy - use a

ABSOLUTELY
BASIC
MACARONIAND CHEESE
8 ounces (1/2 pound) elbow

combination of Swiss, white
cheddar
and Parmesan
cheeses and bow-tie or
penne pasta instead of macaroni. When you add the
pasta to the sauce, add a
few tablespoons of pesto
and about ¼ cup toasted
pine nuts. Sprinkle with
breadcrumbs before baking and serve with slices of
fresh tomato on the side.

macaroni
2 ¾ cups milk
3 tablespoons butter
J/4cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon freshly ground
black pepper (optional)
2 ¼ cups (about 9 ounces) grated sharp cheddar
cheese
1 cup (about 4 ounces) grated Monterey Jack cheese
Preheat oven to 375 F.
Fill a large pot with water;
bring to a boil.
Add the macaroni and
cook for 2-3 minutes less
than what is stated in the
directions on the box or
bag, until the outside is
cooked but the inside is
slightly underdone. (Note:
Under-cooking the macaroni ensures that it won't get
too soft when it continues
to cook later in the oven).
When done, drain the mac-

Southern
Comfort
Leftover mac and cheese
can become even tastier
when it's fried. Make it into
balls (once it's chilled and
hardened), coat each ball in
egg and breadcrumbs and
fry them in a pot on your
stove until crispy.

THE BASIC MACARONI AND CHEESE RECIPE doesn't always have to be predictable.Jenelle Clark recommends spicing up the
classic meal with breadcrumbs, whole-wheat pasta or higher quality cheese.JENELLECLARKphoto

- JennelleClarkis a senior
psychologymajorwho writes
the 011/ine
food blogfoodislikeart.blogspot.com.
She loves
making, eatingand sharing
herfood. Send commentsto
jenn.wilson@aggiemail.usu.
edu

Grand Opening Week events

Centerfor

ENTREPRENEURIAL
EXCELLENCE
MONDAY

Come see the top IOfinalists in the Opportunity Quest business
plan competition, as well as other USU student entrepreneurs.

Businessbuilding,2nd floor student lobby
10:00am - 2:00pm

TUESDAY

Entrepreneurship Club Kickoff Meeting

Enjoy dinner, a raffle, and prizes with the new Entrepreneurship Club.
Learn more about getting involved and enter to win an iPad2, Go Pro
camera, and other prizes.

Businessbuilding,2nd floor student lobby and Room 215
6:00pm-7:30pm

WEDNESDAY

Center for Entrepreneurial Excellence Ribbon Cutting

Businessbuilding,2nd floor student lobby
3:00pm

lectures in
entreprenettrshlp
Scott Huskinson, Clay Broadbent of iFrogz
Graduates of USU, Scott Huskinson and Clay Broadbent will talk about
their success with iFrogz which they recently sold to Zagg for about
$105 million. Networking social will follow the lecture.

BusinessBuilding,Room 215
7:00pm

JON M.

HUNTSMAN

BUSINESS
UtahStateUniversity
SCHOOL

OF

huntsman.usu.edu!ecenter

THURSDAY

"Launch the Lollipop" Marketing Case Competition
Application Deadline
Submit your 300 word application to win up to $5000 for the marketing
competition online at launcbthelollipop.com.

..•
•
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Predicting an unsuccessful movie remake
There are two basic types
of events that occur in life excluding the Nickelodeon
Kids Choice Awards, of
course - moments we never
thought would occur and
events we honestly hoped
never would.
Truth be told, I am torn
at where to file one of the
upcoming probable events
in my future after waking up
Monday morning. I did my
normal early-time routine of
crawling out of bed, doing
some crunches, preparing a
temporary tattoo I got inside
my Nestle Wonderball and
checking my email.
I finished up my morning emails and took a rather
brisk jaunt over to Facebook
to see if anyone has recent-

began ringing in my head,
I began looking for my old
puffy pair of loosely-laced
Vans, and I had the sudden urge to fire up MSN
Messenger and emoticon all
my friends about my new
Sony Walkman. This territory
had been rather uncharted
for quite some time, and
here it was staring me in
the face after nearly half a
decade.
I just felt torn with it all.
Do I really want to revisit my
adolescent years? I mean,
my only real accomplishments from that smidge in
time was having a thin waist,
getting into a well-respected
university and, kind of, being
able to grow sideburns.
Sure, I can see some old

Justafew

laughs
ly found my posted links
funny - which they generally don't because very few
have any slight affinity for
Andy Kaufman or Lite Brite
commercials - and I faintly noticed that I had been
invited (gulp) to my five-year
high school reunion.
(Stunned silence.)
All at once Simple Plan
and Good Charlotte songs

faces again, but, had I the
needed resources, I could
see them anytime without
having to endure a less-thandesirable taco bar.
I suppose what it all
comes down to is the whole
environment of high school
just isn't as interesting, nowadays, as it used to be. Back
in the day, or so I'm told, that
educational age actually had
some sense of positive imagery to it.
Ever seen ''The Breakfast
Club"? Good gracious, that
movie even made Emilio
Estevez look cool. You had
the brain, the basket case,
the princess, Judd Nelson
- that movie had it all, with
unnecessary dance montages to boot.

q

Sadly,somehow I have the salads at Cafe Rio togethstrong notion that "Breakfast er before they realize they
Club 2012" wouldn't gather were supposed to be figas much gusto.
uring out the heart-ripping
I could
see it now. question of why they were
Corbin Blue, as the jock, Jay there - a question that, in its
Baruchel, as the nerd, and own nature, may be the veryU
one of the Jonas Brothers, as thing to change their young
Kanye West, get locked into lives if they could only figure
a public school library with it out.
Selena Gomez, the popular
So they Google it.
one, and a Bratz doll, the
Turns out the principal
goth, for an entire weekend, just wanted to inform them
noting, of course, that it will she wanted something handbe under strict supervision made for her birthday. Thank
due to the school board you, Pinterest.
passing some act that no With a pseudo-emotional
student can be alone at any song playing in the backtime after a teenager was ground, they sit together to
recently caught playing a write their self-evaluating
mildly provocative game of letter to the principal. They
choose, instead, to tweet
Angry Birds.
The principal, played by "Ur gonna totes luv ur gift,
Amy Adams and the entire , rofl!" as the credits roll.
cast of "Glee" will then 1WorstRemakeEver
inform them they have
You know what? I think
the rest of the weekend to I've changed my mind about
figure out "why they are the reunion. Nothing could
there." They will then slowly be worse than that scenarexit the library doing their io - not even embarrassing
own boppy rendition of photos and spiked punch.
"Leader of the Pack."
The group reluctantly
stares at each other across - Steve Schwartzman is a
a table, leading to an-hour- junior majoring in speech
and-40-minutes-worth
of communication. His column
everyone begrudgingly tex- runs every Wednesday. He
ting, with a break in the loves sports, comedy and
middle for a Hellogoodbye
creative writing. He encourages any comments at his
music video.
All of a sudden, a mir- email steve.schartzman@
acle, as the entire group aggiemail.usu.edu, or find
bonds after realizing they him on Facebook.
all enjoy Old Spice commercials. Before they know
it, they make plans to get
♦)From
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Oddjobs on campus
one of the barbers working,if students walk into the USU
barbershopany givenFriday.
Locatedon the bottom floor of the Taggart StudentCenter,
the barbershopis hopping - whether there are customers
inside or not, Defilippissaid.
"I feelthat if anyonewalks in who wants to have fun, they
will,"Defilippis said. "It's pretty chill. I almost shouldn'tget
paid to do what I do."
DeFilippisis a stylist. Shecuts hair, colors,styles and occasionallydoes scalp treatments.
"I cut professors',students', employees',professors'wives',"
Defilippissaid indicating the range of peopleshe cuts hair for.
When Defilippis came back to schoolafter taking a threeyear break, she said she knew she wanted to find a good parttime job, and so she appliedat the shop.
"I found the perfect boss ever,"Defilippis said, smiling, as
her boss sat nearby.DeFilippisis workingher third year at the
shop, and, accordingto her, it's the best job she could have at
this point in time.
"Withoutthe barbershop,l wouldn'thave met my husband," .
Defilippissaid. "I fell in lovewith someonewho night-cleans
the TSC,and I met him becauseI am in here."
For Defilippis,being a part of the barbershop team is
important.
"Wereally are like familyin here,"she said, "I'd do anything
for these ladies,and they'd do anything for me." Which,she
said, makes it all the better for her to go into work everyFriday.
It may seemlike there are not enoughjobs to go around for
students on campus,but there are alwaysplacesstudents don't
even think about applying- or don't even know they exist.
There are severaljobs to be found, if students use the job board
as a reference,for both on- and off-campusjobs.
"Asstudent employment(advisers),we are a referralservice,"
said Paula Johnson,supervisorfor USUStudentEmployment.
"Weget a very wide range of jobs (that) come through."
The Summer Job Fair in the TSCon Feb. 14 could also aid
students lookingfor a way to make moneyduring the summer.

- mandy.m.morgan@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Science

u missions
DO ruary6, 2012 @4
Accepting:Poetry,ShortFiction,Non-fiction
Essay,and Artwor~/Photography

Join us
Friday,
wrapp
Jan. 27,
at 7 p.m.
"Energy and Catastrophe:
What Links the Roman Empire
ESLC
to the Gulf Oil Spl/l?"
Auditorium
Joseph Tainter
Free
USU Dept. of Environment& Society
www.usu.edu/acience/unwrapped
I] Admission

Finduson Faceboo~:USUCreativeWritingContest
or at: Scribendi.usu.edu
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CLUB SPORTS

TouchBase
AP Top 25
Record Pts Pv
l Kentucky
(61) 19-1 1,620 2
2. Missouri(2)
18-1 1,532 5
3. Syracuse(2) 20-1 1,506 1
4. OhioSt.
17-3 1,411 6
16·3 1,383 7
5. Kansas
6. Baylor
17·2 1,234 3
7.NorthCarolina 16-3 1,232 8
16-3 1,176 4
8. Duke
9, Georgetown 16-3 1,045 10
10.Michigan
St. 16-4 1,009 9
11.MurraySt.
20-0 925 12
12.UNLV
18-3 886 14
13.SanDiegoSt. 17-2 832 16
15-4 709 17
14.Florida
15.Creighton 18-2 682 19
16.Indiana
16-4 609 11
17.Marquette 16-4 517 21
St 16-4 422 18
18.Mississippi
15-3 414 15
19.Virginia
15-5 396 20
20.Michigan
21.SaintMary's 19-2 345 24
22.KansasSt.
14-4 252 25
23. FloridaSL
13-6 244 24.UConn
14-5 203 13
25.Wisconsin 16-5 182 -

Othersreceiving
votes:Wesl
Virginia96,Gonzaga
82,Vanderbilt

40, Louisville35, Harvard
32,

WichitaSt.28,Cincinna1i
20,Illinois
11,MiddleTennessee
9, Dayton
3,
Iona2, LongBeach
St 1.

AggieSchedules
Men,s Basketball
THURSDAY,
JAN. 26
USUvs.Hawaii,7 p.m. in Spec1rum
SATURDAY,
JAN. 28
USUvs.SJSU,7 p.m. in Spectrum

Women,s Basketball
SATURDAY,
JAN. 28
USUat Idaho,6:30 p.m.

Gymnastics
SATURDAY,
JAN. 27
USU vs.SUU, BoiseState, 7 p.m. in
Spectrum.

Track

Paying the price to play
BY MEGAN BODILY

staff writer

Clubsports are not cheap.
Continuingto prosperalongside notedschool-sponsored
sports,clubsports at USUare
student-runorganizationsthat
relyon the school,community
and the playersthemselves
to fund the expensesof their
sports.
EverysemesterUtahState
studentspaya $24campus
recreationfee to supportthe
recreationfacilitiesand activities,clubsports coordinator
ScottWamsleysaid.Ofthe
moneyreceived,$51,000goes
into the recreationdepartment's
supportedclubs.A general
fund of $3,650is put asideso
clubscan requestextra money
for awaygamesor postseason
appearances.
The moneyeachdub
receivesisbased on an evaluation of clubneedsand operation
expenses.The seven-tiersystem
peaks with tier-sevenclubs
receiving$7,551-$7,750
and
ends with tier-oneclubsreceiving $1,110or less.
The evaluationprocess
combinesthe past three years'
averageoperatingcosts and
takesinto accounthow much
playerdues wereeachyear.
Eachclubor memberalsohas
to pay a feeto belongto their
sport'snationalaffiliation,a
prerequisiteto beinga club
sport under recreationdepartment rules.

USU CLUB SPORTS receive student fee money, but students who wish to participate in club sports still pay out of pocket. Some clubs
are funded from $7,551-$7,750,while others receive $1,110or less. Funding is based on evaluation of club needs and operations. Rle photos

AlysStaten,USU'sassistant
directorof clubsports and
athletictrainer,said the club
sports departmentencourages
joiningnationalgoverningbodiesbecauseof the benefitsthat
comewith membership.
~ational organizations
carry liabilityinsuranceto not
onlycoverthe facilitiesthat
the teams play,"Statensaid,

"but alsocarry secondary
health insuranceas well,which
helps out if you getinjuredor
whatnot."
The recreationdepartment
optedto withholdwhichsports
are in whichtiers, but Wamsley
said fundingis basedon the
criteriaand need forfunding.
"(First,)provea need for
that sport, and, (second,there)

has to be spaceto practiceand
play,"Wamsleysaid. "When
fundingis tight,youhaveto be
carefulon whomyouadd when
yourfacilitiesare smallor not
enough.It's a tough situation."
Findingspaceto playcan be
a big expensefor many clubs.
The hockeychili,whichhas the
highestoperatingcost,with an
averageof $117,288per year,

pays usagefeesfor practiceand
gamesat the EcclesIce Center.
The hockeyteam is a
tier-sevencluband as such
receives$7,500per year from
studentfees.Statensaid the
figureis about$2,000belowthe
normwhen comparedto other
schools,such asthe Universitx
See STUDENTS,Page 9

JAN. 27-28

USUat Washington
SlateInvitational,
allday,Pullman,
Wash.

WACStandings
Women'sBasketball
WAC
Fresno
Slale 3-0
UtahSlate 3·1
Hawaii
2·1
SJSU
2·1
La.Tech
2-2
Nevada
1-2
1-3
NMSU
Idaho

0-4

OVERALL
15-4
12·6
7-11
7-11
9·10
5-13
4-15
5-15

Men's Basketball
WAC
Nevada
NMSU
Hawaii

5-0
4-1
3-2

Idaho
La.Tech

3-2
2-3

UtahSlate 2·3
Fresno
State 1-4
0-5
SJSU

OVERALL
16·3
14-6
11·8
10·9
10-10
10·10
9-12
7-13

Lionel Messi is among the greatest, but not yet the best
El maestro has done it again.
Lionel Messi, the Argentine
sensation, was named the 2011
FIFA Ballon d'Or winner, an
award given annually by FIFA,
soccer's governing body, to the
player of the year.
At just 24 years of age, it's
already Messi's third Ballon
d'Or in a row and third overall.
With this most recent award, he
becomes the first player since the
award's inception in 1991 to win
three years in a row.
In the three years that Messi
has won the Ballon d'Or, he's also
led Barcelona to three consecutive championships in Spain's
domestic league, known as La
Uga, and two Champions League
titles. Oh, and he has scored 142
goals in the last three seasons,
averaging just under one a game.

The
Wright
Idea

He's the next Maradona right?
Maybe the best we've seen in the
past 20 years?
Not yet.
He very well could be, but he's
still got some work to do.
In the last 20 years there have
been two other players that have
won the Ballon d'Or three times
- the aforementioned
Messi,
Ronaldo of Brazil and France's

Zinedine Zidane - pretty impressive company to say the least.
Ronaldo won the award in 1996,
1997 and 2002, and Zidane took
home the honors in 1998, 2000
and 2003.
While simply winning
the
Ballon d'Or once doesn't necessarily mean greatness, three
times surely must, and these
three players are without doubt
the greatest of the past 25 years.
But is Messi really the best of the
bunch? Has he already eclipsed
Ronaldo and Zidane, let alone
Maradona?
Not yet.
The part that he's played in
bringing Barcelona three consecutive titles in La Liga and two
Champions League titles has
indeed been impressive. His play
at times has been magical and

almost impossible. His goal tallies
have indeed been stunning.
For all those domest'ic successes, though, he's most certainly not alone. Zidane won a
Champions League title, too.
Zidane and Ronaldo both led
their clubs to consecutive domestic league titles. His goal tally is
indeed impressive, but Ronaldo
has produced similar tallies, and
Zidane couldn't be expected to
in his midfield role.
It seems, then, that the determining factor has to be international soccer. How have these
three stars fared on soccer's biggest stage?
Ronaldo is the all-time leading
scorer in World Cup history, with
15 goals in three competitions.

Sarah Landes

Gymnastics
Freshman Sarah Landes (Edmond, Okla.) took second in
all-around competition last
weekend in the Texas Woman's quad meet with a team
score of 192.325. She bested
her previous all-around
score, for a total of 38.925

Logan Regional is
the -/;umbehind
your team!
Mention this ad for 10% off any
SportsEnhancementProgram.
Call 435.716.2890.

See MESSI,Page 8
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Withtheskake-upsin the Top of men'scollege
25

basketball,whois thenewNo. 1?
BYTYLERHUSKINSON
assistant sports editor

630Wesl~00Norlh
153-SS15

SPENCERWRIGHT
staff writer

It may seem a bit early in
the NCAAcollege basketball
season to be debating who
is the true number one in
college basketball. The No. 1
in the AP and ESPNCoaches
Poll is none other than
John Calipari's Kentucky
Wildcats, but it's who is
currently sitting in the No.
2 spot in both polls who is
the true No. I team in the
Nation.
The Tigers are undersized,
as they rank 303th in height
among Division-I schools,
and they are terrible in
rebounds per game due to
their size (214th).Despite the
struggle to rebound the ball
and the height disadvantage,
Missouri has managed to
average 83 points per game
(4th), and it is No. 2 in the
nation in field goal percentage (50.9).
We may never know who
the better team truly is, as
it is best decided in a headto-head battle, and anything
can happen during March

~Plu
Every Heart Tells its own Jove story. ..
let us be apart of yours/

lntegtitv Price Guarentee
Ut.ali'sEng2gement Ring Specialist
41 North Main Street Logan Utah 84321
(Across from the Tabernacle)
(435) 753-4870

Statesman
Sports
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The Kentuck-yWildcats
are the best team in the
country right now.At 19-1,
they haveearned the top spot
in the polls for a reason.
The Wildcatsboast five
playerswho are averaging
doubledigits in scoring this
season and a sixth man averaging 9.9points per game. •
That is what you call stability
and balance.Doron Lamb is
shooting47 percent from the
3-point line, and Anthony
Davis1sshooting 63 percent
from the field.
Nowadd MichealKiddGikhrist, TerranceJones
and MarquisTeague,who
each pose a threat on the
court. Throw in the fact that
Madness, but Missouri will
surely be one of those teams three of those five players
that play late into March and are freshmenand the other
two are sophomores,and
maybe even April.
it makes it that much more
- ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.eduimpressive.
The Wildcatshavebeaten
two teams that were ranked
in the Top 5 - North
Carolinaand Louisville.They
defeatedKansas,who is now

ranked No. 5 in the nation.
Kentucky'sonly loss came on
the road at Indiana, which is
No. 16 in the country.
Kentuckyis playingthe
best - and most consistent
- basketballin the country
at this point in the season.

- curtis.lundstrom@aggiemail.usu.edu
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BARCELONA'S LIONEL MESSI from Argentina is tackled by Malaga's Ignacio Camacho from Spain,
during a Spanish la l1ga soccer match at Rosaleda Stadium in Malaga, Spain, on Sunday. Jan. 22. Messi
Torres
recently received his third Balon d'Or. AP Photo/Serg,o
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Messihas potential to be the greatest
2idane has five goals and
Mess1 has one.
Zidane has a World Cup
trophy, three World Cup
Final goals, a World Cup
runners-up medal and one
European Cup trophy to his
name.
Ronalda also has a World
Cup trophy, two World Cup
Final goals, a World Cup
runners-up medal and two
Copa America trophies to
his name.
Messi has never made
it past the quarter-finals in
the World Cup and has no
Copa America trophies to
his name.

On the biggest stages,
the truly great players shine.
For Ronalda and Zidane,
that has been the case. For
Messi, however, that's the
one area where he's got
some work to do. If he
wants to surpass the great
players of our day, he's got
to be able to continue his
dominance
of domestic
soccer and still elevate his
game on the international
level. He's got to find a way
to get Argentina a Copa
America title, and he's got
to find a way to lead them
past the quarter-finals in
the World Cup.

Messi is a great socc~r
player, but before he can
be the next Maradona or
even the best player in tlie
past 20 years, he's got tb
prove himself on the biggest stage - the World Cup
and the Copa America.

- Spencer is a sophomore
majoringin broadcast
journalism. He supports
Manchester United ant:f
hopes to live long enough
to watch the Cubs wink
World Series. Send an,Y
comments to eliason.
wright3@aggiemail.usu.ed1,1.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Aggieslook to reboundafter tough road stretch]
BYTYLERHUSKINSON
assistantsports editor
If there is one thing the
USU's men's basketball has
done well at this season, it
has been mediocrity.
USU's record reflects a
mediocre season (10-10,2-3
WAC)- which is the worst
start by any team under USU
head coach Stew Morrill and with nine conference
games and 11 games overall
remaining in the regular
season, Morrill would like to
see his team do better than
just average.
"What's an interesting
fact is that the home team
wins 70 percent of college
basketball games around the
country," Morrill said. "And
when you look at us having
four games on the road and
we won one, I guess that
would be the average - close
to it.
"And that's about where
we're at, when you're 10-10,
2-3 in league, you have to
say at this point you have

been an average basketball
team. What we've got to try
and do is become better than
average."
Although Morrill was
extremely vocal about his
frustration during USU's
57-54 loss to the Idaho
Vandals on Saturday - a
loss which capped a 1-3 road
trip - he clarified that every
loss is a team loss, during a
press conference Tuesday.
"When l lQokat the Idaho
game, we - and l stress we
- didn't make some plays,"
he said. "But it's always about
we when we win or lose. It's
not about a particular player
or players. I thought we
made some coaching errors,
and you always feel that way
when things don't go right."
USU has been markedly
better at home with a 8-2
record, but the Aggies are
not invincible at home. They
fell to the senior-laden squad
of future Western Athletic
Conference opponent Denver
University and struggled
against the pure athleticism

Meet theChallenge

H

usu (10-10)
@ UH (11-8)
Stew Morrill (14th year)
Gib Arnold (2nd year)
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Jan. 26, Dee Glenn Smith Sf)ectrum, 1:05 9.m.
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of Nevada.
USU now faces Hawaii
(11-8, 3-2 WAC),a team that
defeated New Mexico State at
home this past week (91-87)
and holds just as much talent
as the New Mexico State
team it defeated.
"Hawaii is like playing
New Mexico State or playing
Nevada - they have that
kind of size and talent,"
Morrill said. "They have
a premier shooter in Zane
Johnson, they are huge inside
with their four and five.
They are strong and talented,
and they're playing well
defensively."
Hawaii is not extremely
road tested, as it has
ventured off the Islands
five times this season. The
Warriors are 1-3 in true road
games and 0-1 in games
played at a neutral location.
A trio of Warriors currently lead Hawaii in doublefigure scoring. Johnson is
averaging 15.8 points per
game, and Vander Joaquim
and Joston Thomas are averaging just over 13 points per
game on the season. Those
three players stepped up the
scoring when conference play
began and are currently averaging 18 points per outing.
USU had a difficult time
containing Johnson last
season, and the Aggies will
be focusing on him.
"He had 24 and 25 points
against us, I think, last
year. He's obviously hard
to guard," Morrill said.
"I mean, we were the best
defensive team in the league

JUNIOR FORWARD KYISEAN REED drives to the basket against Nevada's Dario Hunt earlier in
the season. USU will now face Hawaii and San Jose State at home this weekend. GODYGOCHNOUR
photQ

last year and we had a really
tough time with him. All
you have to do is look at last
weekend. He doesn't play one
night - him and Jeremiah
Ostrowski - and they lose to
Louisiana Tech. And then he
has 29 points when he does
play after having the flu. He
is definitely an all-league

guy."
USU plays the next seven
of nine games at home, with
a chance to capitalize on
home-court advantage.
"We're vulnerable, that
is for sure, and we've got to
fight," Morrill said. "You
can give in, and we've done
that a few times this year,

but we cannot afford to give
in, in this stretch of games,
and it starts Thursday night.
We've got to fight. To have.
a chance, we've got to fight.
It doesn't mean you're going
to win, but it gives you a
chance."

- ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Students pay the price to play the sports they love on club teams

•

of Utah, Universityof Colorado
and ColoradoStateUniversity.
In an email to Staten,
ColoradoCollegiateSport Club
coordinatorKristopherSchoech
said the Universityof Colorado
supports all 34 of its clubsports
by dividing$100,000into a tier
system.Whateverthis doesn't
coveris left to playersto make
up the difference.
"Duesvary among each
team - I know men'shockey
paysapproximately$2,400per
playerand men's lacrosseis the
highest at $2,800per player,"
Schoechsaid. "Duescan be
offsetby how much the team
fundraises."
With a shortageof money
for clubssports, alternative
methods are used to get
funding.Dues,sponsorsand
fundraisersare the three main
waysclubsreceivemoney,along
with funding from the school.
Wamsleysaid playerdues
make up the majorityof club
funding.
"Alot of our clubs'dues are
waylowerthan the averageis,"
Wamsleysaid. "Forinstance,
somehockeyclubteams are
payingupwardsto $4,000to
play.Coloradomen'slacrosse
team pays$2,500a man, yearly,
in dues."
Alongwith dues paid to
USU,there are dues paid to
belongto the nationalaffiliation. The USUlacrosseteam
pays $3,500to belong to the
RockyMountain Lacrosse
Conferenceand Aggiemen's
rugbypays $2,000,for individual and team registration.
However,dues are not
enoughto coverall expenses.

Seeking
sponsors
fromthe
communityand university
alumni is another way club
sports can raise money,but
sponsorshipscan be difficultto
get.
"All14team clubs,plus 12
schoolteams, and four high
schoolsseek funding from the
community,"Wamsleysaid.
"It becomestaxing on the
community."
Fundraisinghas become
important for clubsin gaining
much-neededmoney.Staten
said clubsutilize fundraising
and have becomestandouts
becauseof this.

"Manyclubspush themselvesin fundraising,such as
rugby in the fun run, which was
very successful,"Statensaid.
"Baseballis the standout this
semesterfor fundraising for
sure."
Baseball,recentlybumped
up to a tier-sevenclub,has had
successon the fieldand off.The
conferencechampionsraised
playerdues as wellas increased
fundraisingto get the money
they needed.
Rodeo,on the other hand,
has struggledwith fundraising.
The club has only one home

rodeoto raise moneyfor the
upcomingseason.The rodeo
club'sone opportunity to raise
moneycompetedwith at-home
hockeyand footballgames,as
wellas Homecomingactivities.
"It was brutal,"Wamsley
said.
DaveSmith, the ASUSUrecreation chair, said it is important for clubsto get their names
out there so their fundraising
and gamesare successful.
"The start is to get the clubs
out there first,"Smith said. "We
are trying to help the smaller
ones out by havingthe Hurd

send out CityGrowsystem
emailsof scheduledevents."
An increasein student fees
for recreationwouldbe helpful,
but funding cannot come from
the schoolalone,Wamsleysaid.
"Clubsneed to take a
little more responsibilityand
advertisetheir games and
eventswell,"Wamsleysaid. "It's
a group effort- they need to
take more responsibility- that
is part of the student-run
program."
Examplesof teams taking
the initiativehave included
advertisingwith A-framesigns

in front of the HPERbuilding
and Fieldhouse,as wellas
banners hung in the Taggart
Student Center.Updatingteam
websitesand socialmedia have
also helpedkeep fans informed.
Wamselysaidhaving
competitiveclubsport teams
is important, not only for the
students, but for the university,
becausecompetingat a high
leveland winning brings recognition to the school.
"Theseclub-sportteams
are just as important to the
universityas the athleticteams.
Theypracticejust as hard,"

Wamsleysaid. "Theyare getting the USUname out there
whether it's ultimate Frisbee:m
Montana,regionalbaseballin
Oregon,hockeyin St. Louisor
the women'srugby team in Safi
Diego."
Clubsports aren't schoolsponsoredteams,but they we3'
the USUlogoon their chests.
"Theypay becausethey lowt
their sport,"Wamsleysaid.
"That'swhat is excitingabouG
these kids."

- mega.bodi@aggiemail.us~
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Claustrophobiafor
air quality'ssake

♦

Riding the bus makes us feel like the envied hipsters
that live in big cities. We also feel the same satisfaction
a granola must feel after emptying his or her compost
bin. For some-odd reason, it's liberating; and best of
all, it's free.
During the month of February, CVTD and the
Aggie Shuttle systems will heavily promote taking
the bus around town instead of clogging the air with
v.ehicular toxins. We've breathed in the \.vinter Logan
scenery, and it's beautiful, aside from the thick layer of
fungus looming above us. Most call this the inversion,
and the contrast of this cloud of sludge is intense when
compared to our beautiful valley. We want it gone and
will do what we're told to eliminate its presence.
We are so lucky to live in a city where free transportation is offered, but when we sat dow~ and tried
to imagine the majority of Cache Valley taking the bus
to school and work, it was comical. I'm sure those promoting travel by bus don't assume everyone will listen
to their plea. But from what we've seen, the buses get
stacked throughout the day alread}1 - e~pecially those
traveling near USU territory.
To those of you who habitually ride the bus to
campus from your apartment or from the Romney
Stadium parking lot to the TSCroundabout you know
you've involuntary had to smell your neighbor's arf!lpit
in order to fit on the bus. How many more sardines
can pack into that clown car?
.
We've been amazed to see the number of students
who pile on buses. We're sure the_problem with lack
of ridership is the lonely route to Nibley and back. But
hey, we are complaining about the prom?~ion. The~e
it nothing wrong with more opportunities to win
prizes.
Come February, we will be waiting on the sidewalks
to watch the buses pass by, hoping the doors don't
bust open going up Aggie Bull-evard. We hope as
many people take this opportunity as possible, but
also hope those with claustrophobia take precautionary measures when they brave public transportation.

Pessimism
toward
Mormonsis old news
Last I heard, approximately
80 percent of USU's student

populationis of the LOSfaith.
This only makessense,considering Latter-daySaintssettled
Utahandgenerations
afterthem
found comfort in living with
those who keep their beliefs
andvalues.
In truth, this is why I decided to apply to this universityexhaustedby constantcomplaintsfrom my peersthat my decisionsto staysober,not swearandcovermy stomac~at the beach
were boring.The older we became,the more uninterestedmy
peerswerein spendingtime with me.Mormonsliveclosetogether for a reason.Mormons feel peace in living near those who
they know will acceptthem,which I believeh_?lds
true_i~ Amish
cultureand the segregationof neighborhoodsm largecrt1es,
such
asNew YorkCity.In theselargecitiesone neighborhoodmaybe
composedof mostlyJewishpeople,while anotheris composed
of mostlyMuslimpeople.
Sincemovinghere,I can't shakethe feelingthat most of the
commentaryabout Mormons - outside of the LOS Institute
buitding- is sarcasticandoften negative.Thisgrowingtrendh~s
everythingto do with the constantappearanceof Mormonsin
the news,from a Tony-winningBroadwaymusicalto a Mormon
GOP candidate.At somepoint in time,the term "Utah culture"
wascreated.In my mind,the dominantUtahcultureis inevitable.
Dominantculturespop up all over the world, but the way Utah
See SOAP BOX, Page 11
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textbook and is valuedat quite vote,but when you're sending
a bit more, but it's a chunk of your fat kidsto USUand comchange.Further,castingthevote plain about paying$100 twice
makesa perpetualpromisethat a yearfor facilitiesthey'll never
Tothe ediior:
we, and all studentsafter us,will use,I'm goingto laughat you.
all makethispurchaseup front.I
Only a couple yearsago, a find it quiteinterestingthatwhile
higherstudentfee for athletics thiswas happening,Aggie Blue
JosephWoodard
was imposed.SinceI couldn't Bikeswasaskingfor lessthan$2
quite rememberhow much of and we shot it down. Haveany
a jump that was, I hopped on of you stopped into their little
Google.The third hit for "USU shop by the Fieldhouse?
What
studentfees"took me to some they do with such limited fundASUSUstuff and the second ing is incredible.Now, I don't
itemtherewasmostintriguing. carewhat you vote for, but I do
Tothe editor:
"Student Fee Bulletin Board," carethat you'recareless.
it said. The 1991 listing was
Here's the real question.
enlighteningto read. Behind Do most ~tudents exercise? I just wanted to point out
somethingthat I found to be
a thin facade of legal-esque
Apparently, they're not too amusing in the artide pubformatting is a down-to-Earth
interestedin cycling.Would the
complaint. Check it out. I'm next decadeof Aggieswant the lished in The Statesmanon
not sure whateverbecame of planned recreationalfacilities? Jan.23, called"Studentssway
thatbrilliantidea.I hopethere's Would theywant to fork out the the Vote." I appreciatedthe
somethinglike thatwhenwe're full cost,which we are currently article becauseit focusedon
how important it is for citizens
back to register our kids at decidingon in their behalf?
to become more knowledgeusu.
I really hope that the next
Backto Google.And thanks generation wants to exercise. able about politics and politito KVNU'sblog for the remind- But if $2 for free bikesdoesn't cians,and then gave informaer thatin March2009 students appeal to us, and we'd rath- tion on how someone could
become more politically eduwere about to vote away $65
er spend $60 to sit down and
per semesterto doublethe ath- watch a ball ga,me,I'm really cated.
The part I found to be
letics budget and keep Aggie skeptical.
basketballopen to us for free.
You choose and please go
See LETTERS,Page 11
Granted,that costslessthan a

Athletics shouldn't
ask to raise fees

Don't trust
mediaon politics

Professors
needClL classes
For
an
Internet and
folklore class
this semester, I read
an article by
Marc Prensky
called "Digital
Natives,Digital
Immigrants,"
written in 2001. This article discussedthe disparity betweenteachingand learningstylesof
teachersversuscollege and high school students,claimingthatteachersnow usean outdated modeof informationexchangethatprovesto
be ineffectivefor moremoderngenerations.
The first generationsof youth constantly
exposedto an overwhelmingamountof media,
particularly concerning computers and the
Internet,areattendinghighschoolsandcolleges
with teacherswho are often unfamiliarwith the
increasingamountsof moderntechnology.Not
having been raisedin an environmentwhere
knowinghow to downloadcomputerprograms,

formatcellphonesettingsandbuild PowerPoint
presentations
arean everydaypart of life, these
adultsoften have a difficult time learningand
implementingupdatedtechnology.
Older generationswere taught differently,
using books as primary sourcesof information, and theseadultsteach the sameway they
learned- which is not the sameway current
youngadultslearn.Collegeandhighschoolstudents today are usedto accessingi""'lrmation
quickly,easilyand efficiently through mul:..,-!e
resourcesforeignto their predecessors.
Thiscausesseveralproblemsin eruditepedagogy,andone majorproblemis thereareteachers who don't know how to use technology
proficientlyenoughto teachstudents.Everycollegestudenthashadto sit in classand wait for
their teacherto do seeminglyprimordialtasks,
includingpulling up a YouTubevideo, or find·
ing a websitefor an authorthe classis reading.
Studentsget bored,teachersget frustratedand
time is wasted.
Ironically,until I startedcollegea few years
See LIZZEN UP, Page 11
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which is published).
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printed without this
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• Letters representing
groups - or more than
one individual - must
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with all necessaryidentification information.
• Writers must wait 21 •
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successiveletters - no
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Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed to
The Statesmanin the
TSC, Room 105, or can
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and a box to submit
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culture is discussed locally portrays the idea as
annoying, even by those who subscribe to it.
Now, let's keep in mind how many LDS
people attend USU. There is a reason why this
percentage is high, but the majority of the comments I hear, even among LDS members, pokes
fun at trends and stereotypes influenced by LDS
teachings. One of these is dating and marriage.
Yes, the age of newlyweds in Utah is significantly lower than it is in most other states. But
isn't there a reason for this? Why do so many
people scoff at the idea of marrying young as
though it is comparable to arranged marriageswhich in its own right should be respected. I am
under the impression that LDS members who
complain the most about Utah dating norms are
not dating at all. I do not believe young members of the church are getting married blindly.
Statistics show that Mormons who marry in
the temple, which is ideal, according to LDS
doctrine, have a divorce rate that is consistently
less than 10 percent. In 2000, The Los Angeles
Times reported the LDS divorce rate was as
low as 6 percent. On the other hand, the U.S.
divorce rate is about 50 percent.
It isn't a secret that, according to LDS doctrine, homosexuality is not part of God's plan.
But how did the Mormon religion become
the poster child for anti-gay rights while many
religions rooted in the Bible teach a similar
principle. No one ever said LDS members don't
love those who pronounce themselves as gay,
though there are those church members who
will struggle to understand those who develop

values opposite their own - values that have
been ingrained in them.
Since childhood, I have been taught to
respect those who are different from me - usually minority groups that have a history of receiving unfair or unequal treatment. Most all of us
have been taught this. However, I often observe
that LDS members constantly make a mockery
of their own beliefs. And because the LDS culture is so dominant in Utah, those who think the
religion is a big hoax feel it is OK to preach of its
fallacies.
For the record, outside of Utah, Mormons
are just as much a minority group as those
groups in Utah who feel marginalized or slighted by the church.
Those who are devout members of minority religions in Utah, or are atheist, should still
feel it imperative to uphold the Constitution by
respecting their neighbor's freedom of religion,
even though the concentrated LDS religion
may feel overbearing. Having been surrounded
by LDS members my entire life, and obviously,
being LDS myself, I can assurethat church members do not continue their religious practices to
prove a point or stick their tongue out at everyone else. Much like religious people from any
sect, LDS members continue to practice religion
because it makes sense in their lives. Our intention is never seclusion.

- Catherine Bennett is editor in chief of The
Statesman. Comments on this column can
be sent to statesmanoffice@usu.edu.

amusing, especially due to the
subject matter of the article,
was the first paragraph, which
read, "Michelle
Bachman,
Newt
Gingrich,
Rich
Santorum and Mitt Romneyall big names in the upcoming
2012 election."
Not only did the article
mention Michelle Bachman,
who is no longer running for
president, but it forgot to mention Ron Paul, who beat Newt
Gingrich in the first two primary elections. This mistake
in the article just reiterated
one of the points brought
up in the article, which was
that we all need to be careful about getting our political
knowledge from the media.
I hope that we all take the
time become familiar with
the Constitution and then
study the voting records and
campaign platforms of all the
politicians running for office.
It is our duty as citizens of
this country to become more
politically informed and not
just blindly follow our parents
or the media.

KyleNield
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ago, USU required all students to take and pass Computer and
Information Literacy classesand exams. Many colleges and almost
all high schools still require CIL classes.
I vividly remember sitting in front of a worn desk while my
witch of a high school CIL teacher slowly clicked through slides,
illustrating how to change font sizes,margins and paragraph spacing in Microsoft Word.
The students lucky enough to have their computers facing
away from her played games and accessed Facebook. The rest of
us swiveled aimlessly in our chairs, texted or wrote notes to boyfriends. Not a single student paid attention, because we already
knew how to operate the program, and if we didn't know how, we
would look it up on YouTube and find out how to do it in a matter
of seconds.
I remember several conversations with friends musing over
the fact that we knew more about computers than our teachers
did, and none of us were remarkably computer savvy. The fact is,
plastic laptops are a popular toy for today's toddlers. Almost from
infancy, today's teenagers are exposed incessantly to technology.
They've learned to rapidly learn and assessinformation via modern resources.
The group who needs to be taking computer literacy classes
is the teachers who did not grow up surrounded by smartphones
and file sharing. While there are certainly middle-aged adult professionals in technological fields, the majority of the teachers I've
had throughout my lifetime have been computer illiterate when
compared to their students.

According to the "Journal ofTeacher Education," the Minnesota
Education Computer Consortium found that only 39 percent of
3,800 teachers surveyed agreed that their own teacher training
only adequately prepared them to use computers while instructing their classes- and these were teachers who taught computer
literacy content.
If the teachers are rating themselves as ill-prepared when dealing with modern technological advances, there is clearly a significant problem. The solution, however, doesn't seem too difficult
and, quite honestly, I'm surprised it hasn't been done yet.
Having high school and college teachers attend a computer
literacy class and pass a test before they are certified to teach students would be relatively easy to coordinate. Simply taking a class
once isn't going to cut it.
Accountants are required to continually update themselves
on tax law because it is always changing. Teachers should do the
same with technology. Every two to three years, educational institutions need to make sure their instructors are aware of, and able
to use, advances in technology to be on par with their students.
Doing so would eliminate much-wasted time in and out of the
classroom as teachers begin to utilize online resources for their
students' benefit. I personally vote we send them all back to high
school to take CIL classesfrom our old teachers.

H/JMA.Nlf~
Tuesday, Jan. 24, noon - 2 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2 p.m.- 4 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 26, 4 p.m.- 6 p.m.

library room IOI
The HumanLibraryoffershumanbooks availableto
checkout by readers curiousto findout more about
somethingthe book has experiencedor believes.Come
findout the rest of the story! ALL are welcomeand
refreshmentswillbe served.For more informationgo to
llbrary.usu.edu or call797-2165.

- Liz Emery is a senior majoring in English creative writing.
Her column appears every Wednesday. Comments can be
sent to her at liz.emery@yahoo.com.
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CHEESESTICKS
GARLIC PARMESAN BREADSTICKS
BREADSTICKS
PAPA'S CHICKENSTRIPS
PAPA'S WINGS
PAPA'S CINNAPIE

PEPSI PRODUCTS

Ask about our

LARGE
order discounts!

·- ------- -·

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1 Medium
2-Topping Pizza

I
I
I
I
I

Only$7
.00

I
I
I

MUST MENTION OFFER WHEN PLACING ORDER.
Coupon Required. Offer not available ONLINE.
Additional toppings extra. Not valid with any other
offers. Delh1ery charges may apply. Customer pays all
applicable sales tas.

I
I
I
I

Additional toppings only $1.00
(Delivery or Carryout)

.._________
.I
.
EXPIRES: February 28, 2012
Logan Store only .
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Oscar nominations' theme? Nostalgia
BYMONICA HESSE
The WashingtonPost

VisitEarly
and Often!
DISCOVER the LIFE you WANT

• Choose a Major/Career

• Obtain an Internship
• Prepare for Grad School & Tests
• G ta Job after qraduat on
University Inn
Rm 102, Ground Level
435.797.7777
WWW.USU.,du/career

Utah9ta111University

career.servlcesfusu edu

CAREER
SERVICES

A moment of silence- oh, fine, a wholemovie
of silence- for "The Artist,"a near-wordlessfilm
(AwordlessFrenchfilm!A wordlessblack-andwhite Frenchfilm!) that took 10nominations
at Tuesday'sAcademyAwardsannouncement,
becomingthe first silent film in 83 years to win a
best picture nomination.Nods also went to Jean
Dujardinfor his performancein a leading role,
BereniceBejofor supportingactress and Michel
Hazanaviciusfor directing.Fear not. Google
helpsyou pronounce.Ah-za-na-Veeee-syoos.
Doesthis mean that we'regoingnostalgic,
goingFrenchified?Doesit mean that the voters
of the Academylongfor jazzy musicand leggy
chorus girls ("The Artist" is about 1920smovie
star preparing for the rise of the talkie)?Does
this mean that Americadoes not want an app for
that?
If there was a theme in Tuesday'snominations, it was a fondnessfor old Hollywoodand
for comfy,familiar faces.The onlypicture to
take more nominationsthan "The Artist" was
"Hugo:'Martin Scorsese'stale of an orphan
living in a 1930sParis railwaystation who finds
comfortat the movies(nowthere's a sweetbox
officemessage).Withl 1 nominations,including
best picture, "Hugo"made appearancesin many
of the technicalfieldsas wellas earning Martin
Scorsesehis seventhdirecting nomination.
"Deeplyhonored,"Scorsesesaid in a statement.
"Everyfilm is a challenge,and this one, where
I was workingwith 3D,HD and SachaBaron
Cohenfor the first time was no exception."
"Hugo"did not, however,receiveany nominations in the performancecategories.
Who did? Why,a wholehigh school
yearbook-fullof your old friends.MerylStreep
was there, hooveringup her 17thperformance
nominationfor her steelychannelingof Margaret
Thatcherin "The Iron Lady."GeorgeClooney
sweptup his third leadingactor nomination in
four years for his role as a cuckoldedsoon-to-be
widowerin "The Descendants,"also on the best
picture list.
The leadingactress nominationswererounded out by MichelleWilliamsas Marilyn Monroe
("MyWeekWith Marilyn"),GlennCloseas a
woman playinga man ("AlbertNobbs"),Viola
Davisas a strong Southernmaid ("The Help"),
and RooneyMara as a piercedand piercinggirl
with a dragon tattoo. In addition to Clooneyand
Dujardin,the other leadingactor nomineeswere
Brad Pitt for "Moneyball,"DemianBichirfor "A
Better Life"- a bilingual father-sondrama - and
Gary Oldman for "Tinker TailorSoldierSpy."
Gary!Can this reallybe your first Oscar
nomination?We'veso enjoyedwatchingyou
flouncearound with a wand in Harry Potter and
with a mustachein Batman,but it will be niceto
see you in a tuxedo again, properlydeckedout
and duckingdown a red carpet.
Many actors this year will be engagingin
the ritual de-mothballingof the tuxedos.Take
the supportingactor corps, a grizzledbrigade

Utah State University • ogan, Utah •

STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid SurveyTakersNeededin Logan.
100%FREEto Join!ClickonSurveys.

MASTERPIECE!

•

ClassiiedAds

Help Wanted

CreateYourOwn

ofl•know-you'sfrom
yesteryear."Sleepis
too preciousat 70,"
NickNoltesaid,
explainingwhy
he'd learned of his
nod for "Warrior"
from his publicist,
rather than waking
up for the 5:30a.m.
announcement.He
sounded all hoarse
and phlegmyand
delightfullyNolte-ish."I've
known all those other guys for
a long time."
Thoseother guys included
Kenneth Branagh,scoring
. his first acting nomination
.-,1-71
in 22 years for his role ..........
in "MyWeekWith
EORGE
Marilyn";Max von Sydow
("ExtremelyLoud &amp;IncrediblyCLOONEY
Close"),gaining his first in 24 years;
and ChristopherPlummer- the "it" British
grandpop of the moment - receivinga nod for
"Beginners,"in whichhis character belatedly
comesout of the closet.
Memoto Jonah Hill:Youare the onlypseudoBeginnerto be nominated in the supporting
category,for "Moneyball."Pleasereport to Nolte
and Branagh for instructions.Additionally,
pleasearrange to be seatednext to equally
hilarious supportingactress nominee Melissa
McCarthy.Criticslovedher in "Bridesmaids."
MaybeJessicaChastainand OctaviaSpencer
- both from "The Help,"both also nominated will split the vote and paveher way.
What else?After decadesof nominating
a standard fivefilms for BestPicture,the
Academybumped the number up to 10two
years ago.This year, it was pared back to nine,
whichseemsa much more intentionalnumber.
Restrained.Choosy.Maybenot choosyenough.
"ExtremelyLoud &amp;IncrediblyClose"
has only a 48 percent fresh rating on "Rotten
Tomatoes";many criticsfound the Sept. 11
picture extremelycloyingand incrediblywrong.
Surely,if they included"Close,"then the academy could have rearranged the brancheson "The
Treeof Life"and found some room for "Harry
Potter and the DeathlyHallowsPart 2," the last
chancefor the now grown-upwizard kids? And
on the subjectof numbers:Most curious that
only two songs (from "Rio"and "The Muppets")
are up for best original song.MaybeEltonJohn
wouldn'thavewanted to perform his "Gnomeo
and Juliet"powerballad anyway.He hosts his
own Oscarsparty everyyear, and will probably
be putting fresh hand towelsin the guest bath.
Who doesn't lovegrumbling about the snubs?
EvenRyan Gosling'sarmy of weepingtwentysomethingswas not enough to get him a nod for
"Drive."Or "Idesof March."Or "CrazyStupid
Love."This year's Oscarswill be Gosling-free.
Plentyto choosefrom, though.

EarnExtraMoney
Students
neededASAP
Earnup to $150per daybeinga Mystery
Shopper
NoExperience
Required
Call1-855-204-0676
ProductDemonstrator
Flexibleweekendproductpromotion&
cookingdemonstration
openingin Providence!Wepayweekly,6 houreventw,
paidbreaksstartingat $60 per event!
Goto NCiM.com
andclick'demonstrator opportunities"
usead code"704'or
emailkhunter@ncim.com1
Emailkhunter@ncim.com

Services
MathTutor-AllLevels
I holda puremathPhDandhave6 years
al collegeteachingexperienceI have
8 yearsof tutoringexperience
at allcollegelevelslromcalculusto upperdivisionmathcourses.
435-754-9370
Emailmark.mckee.zoso@gmail.com

Apartments

www.utahstatesrnan.com

DOE
C334-12
Accounting
Intern9.00perhour
C338-12Admin.Asst.lag.grantsAsst.-wslrn.sare
$7.85starting
C263·12 ElectricalEngineering
Assistant
DOE
C351-12
VanDriver$50pertrip
C377-09ComputerSupportTechnician
Begin$7.50/hr
ArtHistoryStudentAssistant
C359-12
C0S0-12TeachingAssistantFor Beng
3200$81hr
C113·12
AthlehcsUsherAndTicketTaker
$7.25
For more Information about these
C094-12
Research
AssistantBOE
studentjobs, see USUStudentEm·
C953-11
PublicRelations
Writer$8
C354-12
Marketing1pr
Assistant
$8anhour
ployment, TSC 106, -w.usu.edu/
studemp.
C708-11
FieldTechnician
OnCampusJobs:
C827-11
ArtsGraphicDesigner
C034·12 Web Con1entManager$8.001 C005-04Research
Assistant
$1500/month
hour
C934-11
SocialWorkOrMltGraduate
StuC307-12
LabAssistant
dent$25.00per1.25hrs
C292-T2 Horticulture-dendrochronologyC048-12
UccFallCrewMember--asl
InterResAsst8.00
preter$1250/month
& WebAsC310-12
Horticulture
Marketing
C073-11ScientificDrilling Field & lab
sistant$8
Assts10.00
C262·12Engineering
AssistantDOE
C448-07CustomerService-TooeleDisC317-12SustainabilityCouncil Intern
tanceEd81hr
$6,406stipend• $2n5
C736-11
Instructional
Technologist
$15+
C319·12Officet GraphicDesignSpecialist C735·11
Graphic/web
Designer
$14+
C299-12 Communications Assistant C097·10TemporarySubstituteSip $25$8.00lhour
$35/hr.doe
C326-12
Undergraduate
Laboratory
Assis- C194-98
Undergrad
TasForLabs& Paper
tanlnegotiable
Graders$8/hr
C325-12
Research
Assistantnegotiable
C200-12Private lnstruclion - Various
C324-03HrConference
Coordinator
Fields
C284-t2 GraduateResearchAssistant
DOE
q
C264-12SoftwareEngineering
Assistant
LookingfortwoMALEroommates
Lookinglor twoMALEroommates
tomove
intoa 3-bedroom
house.Ownbedroom,
sharedbathroom.
Parkingspotin 3-car
garage.
$395down,$3951
month(doesnotinclude
utilities)
nosmoking,
drinking,andnopets
Call435-755-9900
(askfor Becky),or 435881-0891
tormoreinformation
Emailsparker24@gmail.com
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BRIDAL FAIRE®
• With our innovative design software, you help us create your own unique
masterpiece and we custom make it for you. At our store, you don't just browse
for the perfect ring-you create it!

S.E.Needham
jewelers

since

18 9 6

Saturday, Jan. 28
USU Student Center
10:00 To 5:00
Fashion Shows at 12:00, 2:00 & 4:00

Free Admission - Free Parking
Many Prizes

WhereUtah GetsEngaged!
141 North Main • www.seneedham.com • 435-752-7149

A Bridal Faire Production
www.bridalfaire.org or (435)881-2508
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Argyle Sweater

www.a-bay-usu.com
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Breaking the Mold • kenneth.locke@agg1email.usu.edu
I'vepickeduponanother

-..ei'dth~ aboutthe'w'a.y
OIi'

Haveyouevernoticedhow,

andthat 11youstarea.t,t HawYOUnoerntMr.ed
your
evenlongergoobeginto
uxt&areglnormous?
enough,
youbeginto'w'Ollder question
lb emsteree
as
Oka.y,now
If youstare at a.wordlong
HIt 'w'USpellednght.
~

The Joke,s On YOUI
Checkit out!Takea lookat this
cartoon... the onlythingmissing
is the punchline,the bigfinish,the gag!Hereare the gags
receivedfor thisweek'scartoon.
Goto www.utahstatesman.com,
as soonas youcanandvote for
yourfave!Orsenda betterone
to statesman@usu.edu.
Winner
willreceivea restaurant
gi~
certificatet:

Last Ditch Effort • JohnKroes
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Loose Parts • DaveBlazek
CCAEATIVE MEOIA SERVICES

Berkeley, C&. 94705

Box 5955

"Thanks to our cryogenics lab, our guest speaker is USU'sfirst president!"

,

"Ok students, this is what we used to call 'taking notes.' This is what we did before
facebook was invented."

Tl-£(0.JCEPT
Of Tl-£
O',J-DECK
CIRCLE
ACTUALLY
DATES
MCK1-!JNDREDS
OFY£ARS.

"Hey everybody! The new intern we ordered just arrived!"
"I'm pleased to introduce Anti-Romney ..er I mean Republican candidate number 47!"
"Hey, the IT guy finally made it!"
"Hey! It's that 63 year old Civil Engineering senior that proved that Monday's Suduku
game is WRONG!"

All But Dead • sarah.a@agg1email.usu.edu
by Gary Kopervas
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PARADISE
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C296-05AmericanSign LanugageInter•
preter$14-$26+
C173-12
PartTimeInstrument
Technician
$10• $13perhour
C199-12
Accounting
2010Tutor
C202·12Undergraduate
Researcher
$8 5/
hour
C134·09LaboratoryTechnicianminimum
$7,25
C208-96Tutor$7.25/hr
C248-12Graduale ResearchAssiSlant
$1200/mo.
C266·12Teaching& ResearchAsstStant
At least$7.25
C280-12
Graduate
Assistant•Usu1330
C278·12WebDeveloperDependson ex
perience
C298-12
Research
AssistantNegotiable
C203-06Manager
Off-CampusJobs:
5849Babysitter
7.25
4982 Direct Care Professional8.00 an
hour
499411
Analyst/T2 Technical
Support$18·
$22/ hr
5036HairStyfist
5043 Pest Control Sales Comrruss10nBased

Theatres
NewYear's
Eve 2D PussInBoots
(PGIflAlll' AT
tl'fH:t
DM.YAT4:50,
4:30& 7:30
Sit
Ml~ 11:40& 2:20
7:15&8:40
Sal 11111.
12:00& 2:311

------1

TowerHeist
InTimeIPli-131 (PG·131DAI.TAT

EveaGSATt:30

Jackand.M fGI
EVEMIGS
ATl:20

?m&l:50

Hugo(PG)
DAILY
AT4:10&8:45
Sal lllt. 12:311

2DHappyFeet2 IPG)
OAI.Y
ATAT4:46
12:20& 2:40

Sat .......

5057BusinessAnalyst
5066EarnSomeExtraCash$10person
5090SalesAndOr MarketingReprsenta•
liVes
5099MobileMarkelingAgent
5102Marketing
LeadBOE
5453SalesAssociate/BridalConsultant
Dependsonexperience
5121GymnasttcS
Coachbasedonexper~
ence
5127SystemsSupportEngneerCompetiltVe

5135WorkAt HomePositlonPerSale
nanny
5125Babysitter
5142Waver$7.50Hr
5129CreaI1ve
Writer$8-10perhour.
5157Business
ToBusiness
Sales
5155Massage
Therapist
5163SalesRepresentative
$100-200/sale
5167GeneralChemtStry
Tutor$10/hr.
5169Residential
Aides$10.35• $12.3Z
hr.
5170Sales$8+
5755PersonalAide8.00
5175Sales
5179Marketing/sales
Representative
5180LicensedInsurance
AgentBasedon
Eperience
5186DentalAsstStant
DOE
5190SoftwareEngineerBOE
5192T MobileSalesRepHoudy,
Comm1s
sion
5194BabysitterResponsible
ReliableM-I
7.25
5198RooferDoe
5188QualityAssuranceTesbngAnalysl

TBD

Al'S'11ERS
ElaSnttfERE·~

nns ISSVU

5181CampCounselor
5199Fabricator
10.00BOE
5184Nanny8.00

Hard

9

5C<Jtinsble

9 C8rellof "The

Office•

14Tex-Mexsnack

15 'Thal's nee
enoughr
16 Reason for a
slwl-and-

-

crossbones
wamlng
17 'Ar1sy-501Ring

19 Spolle (up)
20So-Aoon""'8<
21 ~ Intoa

ball
23Unhappy11m8S
24 Newspaperbig

34~

winds

There is an old puzzle that asks for the
lowest number that requires the
use of all of the vowels, A, E, I, O, U, and Y
once, and only once each, in its spelling.
The answer always given is
·'two hundred and thirty-two'' (232).

2

1
5
6

g
j
~
.,.

0
'0

1

,.
:,

>,

Actually, the proper pronunciation
of numbers does NOT include the
conjunction "and" (e.g., 232 would be
pronounced "two hundred thirty-two").

.a

1 3

9 2 4

Editedby AIChNoma and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 - !ado

shot
26 "Famasucr
2B Honeybunch

[alcJ.------

5 6
3 2

5249 Good-touch/bad-touch
Facilitator
$9.00hr
5248VolunteerIn ServiceTo America·
-vista
5247AlarmTechnicians
5158SalesRepcommision
;
5104OHiceManager$8.00/ hr plus
bonus
6712lnslrUctional
Speciafist$9.92per
hour
4989CncOperator8.75-9.00
5256Ch.IdCareAnd PreschoolAssis•
tanl$8.00perhour
5257SolarLeadGenerator
5258OfliceAssistant9.00BOE

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

36 ~ . "

1
6
8
2
3

a sale
5235ZipLineCanopyTourGuideInTen•
nessee$10/hr.plustips
5234Marketing
Coordinator
DOE
5232OfficeAssistant8:50
5246AlarmTechnician
5245Marketing
Assistant$9perhour
5240SalesReps.
5250TelephoneSales[hiringlmmed1•
ately)50%CommtSsions
5255Warehouse
OeftveryDOE
5251Marke1er
5254SummerSecurilySalesRepsAnd
Managers
100%Comm1ss1on
5253ChildCare8.00-8.50/hr
5252 MechanicalEngineerIntern $11
perhour

29 'Brarls.

3 8 5

9

5201Landscape
DeSJgn
Pendingexpenence.skIU
5105SoccerRefereeseedescription
5206GraphicDesign MarketingCoor•
dinator$8.00-12.00/hr
5211FloorCareBurnishing
5208Marketing
Ofltce/StudioAssistanl
5207Softwareprogrammer
InternNego
liable/Graduated
5205AthlellcApparelSalesperson
DOE
5204Sa es 10%
5220BuSJness
Development
Associate
5222SalesRepresenIat1ve
$250perac
count+ 1ncenI
5219SalesAssislantTBD
5216SalesRepresentative
$250perac
count+ incent
5215Nanny'babysltter
$400month
5221Production
Worker7.50or8.50
5213NannydayCare500a month
5209DrupalProgrammer
DOE
5237Receptionist
Hourly
5233MarketingExecutivesAnd Sales
unlimited
5231HeadCook8·10
5229 V1vint.SecuntyAnd HomeAuto•
mation
5225WebsiteDesign
5224SalesUplo twentyfiveperhou
6336FinancialAdvisor
4394LegalAssistant
5241SeniorUserExperience
{ux)EngineerDOE
5243SalesRepresentative
Comm1SS1on
5239BusnessAdministrator
DOE
5230FullTimeChildcare550/Month
5016Technician
$10·15000
firstsummer
5236HomeAutomation
Sales400to500
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Knowing that, can )·ou
determine the smallest number?
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-Statesman■ack Burner
Wednesday
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•>Marion R. Hydeexhibit-10a.m. to
5 p.m. Tippets ExhibitHall
•>StudyAbroadFair- IO to 2 p.m. TSC

Todayis Wednesday,
Jan 25,2012.Todays
issueof The Utah
Statesman1 dedicated
to Jessica u tafson a
fre hman maJonngm
interiordesignfrom
QueenCreek,Anz.

Almanac

International Lounge

Weather
High: 39• Low:31°

Skies:Partlycloudy
with a 30 percent
chance of a.m. snow

showers.

Buy hocket tickets YouNeed to Know:
Hockeytakes on University
of Washingtonthis Friday
night. All tickets purchased
in advanceat the HPERservice desk will be discounted.
$3- USUstudents $4-Youth,
17 & under $5-Adult,general
admission

•>USUMeditationClub-Noon to I p.m.
TSC335
49 music
•>Human Library-Noon to 2 p.m. Library Pier
Friday,Jan. 27.Exciting
•>Intro to EffectiveCoping 1:30to 2:30p.m. acoustic
rock performing
TSC310
artists
RacecaR
•>An Eveningof One Acts-7:30to 9:30p.m. will perform liveRacecaR
from 6-8
FAC,Studio Theater
p.m.
at
Pier
49
San
Francisco
•>BigBandSwingClub-7:30to IOp.m. HP St)'leSourdoughPizza.
This
215
is
a
great
sounding
group.
•>Fightthe NewDrug DiscussionGroup-7 Checkthem out at 'f:E.iYi:.

p.m. ENGR205

Todayin History:On
Jan 25 1924 the
first Winter Olympics
kicked off in the Alpine
villageof Chamonix,
France.Originally con1vedas lntemationaJ
Winter SportsWeek
he Chamonixgames
were held m asso
iation with the 1924
SummerOlympics,
held in Paris

Wednesday,Jan. 25, 2012

Thursday

Jan.26

•>Marion R. Hydeexhibit- IOa.m. to 5
p.m. Tippets ExhibitHall
•>Human Library-Noon to 2 p.m.
Library
•>GalleryTalkwith Marion Hyde-4:30
to 5;30p.m. TippettsExhibitionHall
t) BigBand SwingClub-7p.m. HPER215

•>
•>
•>

Men'sBasketballvs. Hawai'i-7 p.m.
Spectrum
CaineCollegeof the Arts Halftime
Show-7:05to 9 p.m. Spectrum
An Eveningof One Acts-7:30to 9:30
p.m. FAC,StudioTheater

Friday

Jan.27
•>

Marion R. Hydeexhibit- IOa.m. to 5
p.m. TippetsExhibit Hall
Gymnasticsvs. Southern Utah- 7 p.m.
Spectrum
AggieGame Nights-7 to 11:55p.m.
ENGR201
•>An Eveningof OneActs-7:30to 9:30
p.m. FAC,StudioTheater

•>
•>

mrsrace.com/racecarlracecar.
Pier 49 San FranciscoStyle
SourdoughPizza is located
at 99 E. 1200South. There is
no covercharge;everyoneis
welcome.

Guitar solo
Saturday,Jan. 28, Master
guitarist Kris Krompelwill
perform from 6-8 p.m. at
Pier 49 San FranciscoStyle
SourdoughPizza,locatedat 99
E. 1200South. Kris is one of
the most versatileprofessional
musiciansin the valley,and
this is a rare chance to hear
him perform a solo set without his band. This promisesto
be a great show.There will be
no covercharge,but tips are
appreciated.

Librarycomesto life
Cometo a Human Library.
It offershuman "booksnavailable to checkout by readers
curious to find out more
about something the book has
experiencedor believes.All
are welcome.Cometo room
101(Auditorium),MerrillCazierLibrary:Tue Jan 24,
noon-2p.m.;Wed Jan. 25, 2 4
p.m.;Thu Jan. 26,4-6p.m. See
library.usu.edufor more info.
CeramicsAdult 2-5 p.m
Studentschoosewhat they
most wish to create throughout the 10weeksof classes.

Labtimes available.Minimum
enrollment6. With Beth
Calengor.Wednesdays$136
+$15per 25 lbs clay/ materials January 4, 11, 18, 25,
February l, 8, 15,22, 29, March
7. Pleasecall with any questions or to register.CVCA- 435
752-0026or Beth CalengorR
- 764-2286or visit www.
CenterForTheArts.us
Sign up for our library website usabilitysurvey!Survey
begins Feb. I, and ends Feb.29.
Email hannah.kim@usu.edu
to sign up for time slots;M-F,
9AM-4PM- should only last
45 minutes, and you get a $10
Smith'sgift card!
Jan. 28, The HatchAcademy
of Magicand Musicpresents
an enchanting afternoon of
magicand music. Deceptionist
Richard Hatch,violinist
RosemaryHatch,and pianist Jonathan Hatch in an
ensembleperformance!Music
by Kreisler,Saint-Saensand
Miyagi,magicby Hofz.inser,
Vernon,Robert-Houdinand
others. Just 56 seats, so reservationsstronglyrecommended
to avoiddisappointment.
$10adults/$8 kids under 12.
Ticketsat www.HatchAcademy.
~ or by calling435-932-0017
The Utah Assistive
TechnologyProgram will
presenta FREEonline training, AssistiveTechnology
to SupportCommunication
Developmentin Early
Intervention,on January 18
from 3 to 4:30p.m. It will
covervarious types of assistive technologyused to support symboliccommunication
development.In order to participate,you will need a computer with high-speedinternet
access.If you are interestedin
participatingpleaseRSVPby
Monday,January 16,to Storee
Powellvia email storee.powell@usu.edu,or call 435-7977412.Participantinstructions
will be emailed to you.
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